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AN ACT
TO REQUIRE CERTAIN VEHICLES/CARRIAGES TRAVERSING MAIN AND 
SECONDARY ROADS TO USE REFLECTORS, PROVIDING PENALTIES 
THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The general welfare of the public, specifically the commuters, should be at all times protected 
from the dangers brought about by other moving vehicle or carriages that are not easily seen 
in the street.

In 2014, there were a total of 90,258 road accidents in Metro Manila alone -  that is an 
average of 248 accidents per day. Road accidents, especially those involving public utility 
vehicles, figure highly in the national accident statistics.

Informal transport modes such as karitons, fishball carts, power hand tractor (kuliglig) with 
trailer, and horse carriages also contribute to these road accidents for the reason that they do 
not have headlights or backlights, rendering them inconspicuous in roads. The kuliglig in 
particular, has been one of the major culprits in rural accidents - causing fatalities to 
pedestrians and public transport users. From May to November 2007, reports have shown that 
kuliglig-related accidents in Pangasinan alone resulted to the death of seven people and more 
than sixty injured persons.

It may be true that accidents are part of our lives. However, there will always be a way to 
prevent these accidents from occurring. It is high time that we put a greater emphasis on 
improving road safety, particularly in the implementation of an effective road safety program.

This bill seeks to put an end to the numerous deaths and accidents, most especially during 
nighttime, caused by the informal transport modes traversing the roads. This bill distinctively 
requires the said vehicles traversing main and secondary roads to use reflectors. To further 
achieve the objectives of this measure, concerned government agencies shall be mandated to 
provide programs to educate the general public concerning the same matter.

In view of the foregoing, the immediate approval of this bill is earnestly sought.
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